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Key takeaways

1. The measurement of Gross Domestic Product has fostered a national fixation on “growing the pie” that ignores how growth is distributed. That conventional wisdom has become antiquated, as more and more of the nation’s growth has benefitted the top 1 percent.

2. Policymakers interested in combatting rising income inequality cannot evaluate the effectiveness of their policies without a consistent, high-quality measure of how economic growth is distributed.

3. Existing statistics on inequality and the distribution of economic gains produced by the federal government do not account for all income, vastly underestimate the income of top earners, or are not given the level of attention received by other major economic statistical products.

4. A distributional component could be added to the National Income and Product Accounts now, at least in part. The United States could include many of the most desirable features of such a system, although some others may require investments in new statistical infrastructure.

5. To create an accurate system of distributional accounts requires the Bureau of Economic Analysis to have expanded access to tax data held by the Statistics of Income division of the Internal Revenue Service.
Overview

The National Income and Product Accounts, or NIPA (also referred to as System of National Accounts, or SNA, outside of the United States), were a radical advance in economic measurement when they were instituted in the early 20th century. These accounts track aggregate output and income for the national economy. Most notably, they measure Gross Domestic Product and the quarterly fluctuations in GDP that tell us if the economy is growing or contracting. Before their advent, ascertaining the health of the economy was an inexact and patchwork procedure.

Great achievement though it was, even the creators of NIPA knew it had limitations. One of these is the lack of data on how income is distributed. In a section titled “Uses and Abuses of National Income Measurements,” the 1934 report to Congress that is the first official measurement of national income noted that “The welfare of a nation can, therefore, scarcely be inferred from a measurement of national income.”¹ The author, future Nobel Laureate Simon Kuznets, was careful to differentiate between the idea of aggregate economic output and “economic welfare.”

The lack of data on how income is distributed is especially glaring now in the face of rapidly increasing economic inequality. Through much of the mid-20th century, economic growth was shared relatively equally by all income groups. Starting around the 1980s, however, larger shares of economic growth flowed to the top of the income distribution, with the top 1 percent experiencing especially large gains. According to the economists Thomas Piketty at the Paris School of Economics and Emmanuel Saez and Gabriel Zucman at the University of California, Berkeley, pretax income growth for the top 1 percent of all earners between 1980 and 2014 was 204 percent in the United States, far above the national average of 61 percent.²

NIPA needs some renovations to update it for the 21st century. Other researchers have suggested a broad range of possible improvements. Most notably, former French President Nicolas Sarkozy commissioned Nobel Laureates Joseph Stiglitz and Amartya Sen of Harvard University and economist Jean-Paul Fitoussi at the Institut d’Études Politiques de Paris to suggest how GDP could be rethought to
more accurately measure economic and social progress. The resulting report contains a long list of suggested improvements, with suggestions that address inequality as well as thoughts on how environmental quality and life satisfaction could be better accounted for in national economic statistics.

This report sets a more modest but equally important goal: Instead of revolutionizing GDP, U.S. policymakers should evolutionize it. The pages that follow explain why the United States needs to add an explicitly distributional component to GDP and discuss how that goal can be accomplished. Adding a measure of how income is distributed would allow us to quantify inequality in our economy, and, in its most advanced format, would let U.S. statistical agencies disaggregate economic growth to see how the economy is performing for subgroups of people according to their income, geographical location, gender, and more. Being able to do so would enable policymakers at federal, state, and local levels to better understand the consequences of rising economic inequality and design policies that encourage more equitable and sustainable economic growth.

The time to make these improvements to NIPA is now. On a purely pragmatic level, methodological advances and increased availability of computational power make it practical to produce a more sophisticated NIPA. But even in the 1930s, economists understood that NIPA should eventually incorporate distributional data. Doing so responds to an emerging economic challenge: In recent years, the share of income that accrues to the top 1 percent has reached pre-Great Depression heights, creating a new class of super-rich individuals who enjoy much faster income growth than the “merely” rich and everyone else in society today.

This report proceeds in three parts. The first section describes the historical development of NIPA and recent efforts to update NIPA to reflect new economic realities. The second section explains why distributing national income is important. And the final section enumerates the desirable features that a distributional system of national accounts should have and discusses implementation of these features in the United States.
For decades, our politicians and journalists turned to one number to assess economic welfare: GDP or gross domestic product, which measures total goods and services produced in a nation. Our national preoccupation with GDP and the worldwide standardization of GDP as a measure of a country’s economic fortunes results today in policies justified by the economic maxim of “growing the pie.” But GDP was never intended to measure welfare. For that, we need to understand how the economic pie is distributed. Insufficient attention has been paid to income distribution, and over the past several decades this inattention has resulted in the vast majority of Americans registering spartan income gains while the rich enjoy rapid growth.

Increases in inequality demonstrate why one number is no longer adequate to track the economic fortunes of our nation. While GDP captures what happens in the aggregate, the central economic issue of our time is how income growth has diverged between those at the top of the income spectrum and the rest of society. GDP is insufficient to understand this phenomenon, which in turn means economists and policymakers alike can neither clearly understand the effects of income inequality on the broader economy nor fashion more equitable economic policies that result in broad-based and sustainable economic growth.

The U.S. economy in the 21st century is characterized by stagnant incomes for the vast majority of workers while incomes at the very top rise rapidly. Income inequality began to rise in the mid-1980s, and the growing gap between the top 20 percent on the income ladder and those underneath was well known by the early 1990s. But the rise of the top 1 percent was not as well-studied because economists had no data on the incomes of the richest members of society.\(^3\) Daniel Feenberg at the National Bureau of Economic Research and James Poterba at...
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology—authors of one of the first academic studies to accurately document the rising fortunes of those at the very top of the economic ladder—noted that “the economic lives of the rich, especially the rich who are not famous, are something of a mystery.”

Although academics gamely attempted to fill in the gaps, official economic statistics released by the U.S. government missed the sudden explosion of gains among the top 1 percent, whose share of national income nearly doubled between 1980 and the early 2000s. In part this is because many of the federal statistical agencies that track the nation’s economic fortunes traditionally focus on aggregate rather than distributional measures of well-being. Moreover, these same agencies do not have access to the necessary data to show income changes at the very top of the income distribution. The federal statistical infrastructure, which once led the world in producing high-quality estimates of economic phenomena, was largely developed in the mid-20th century. While these products are now measured more accurately, in many cases their essential nature has not changed. (See the appendix for a comparison of U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis releases from 1967 and 2017.) This is true of our most significant and well-known statistical product, the National Income and Product Accounts.

**NIPA: A significant advance in economic record keeping in the United States**

GDP is one component of the United States’ National Income and Product Accounts. The NIPA is an accounting of the monetary value of all output produced in the United States and by U.S. nationals that uses double-entry accounting: Total output is tabulated both as income and as spending on goods and services produced. The Bureau of Economic Analysis reports the results of this tabulation quarterly.

The headline statistic of the NIPA is GDP, and the quarterly releases are primarily known for their estimates of GDP growth over the preceding three months. But there is a great deal more detail available—one can look up the change in output of motor vehicles, for example, or the change in spending on imported goods, and GDP growth is geographically disaggregated at the county level. The statistical infrastructure behind the NIPA is considerable. BEA uses surveys and administrative data from the U.S. Census Bureau, the Internal Revenue Service, the Department of Labor’s Bureau of Labor Statistics, and the U.S. Department of Agriculture.
Credit for development of the NIPA is generally given to economist and Nobel Laureate Simon Kuznets, who came to the Commerce Department from the National Bureau of Economic Research. Academics, research organizations, and even federal agencies had made estimates of national income before Kuznets did, but his work would be institutionalized and become the official national income product of the federal government.\(^5\)

The impetus for Kuznets’ initial work was a resolution introduced by Sen. Robert La Follette of Wisconsin, making the Department of Commerce responsible for reporting out estimates of national income for 1929–1931. National income was not a new concept, but it’s easy to imagine why it finally gathered legislative backing in 1932, shortly after the election of Franklin D. Roosevelt as president and just a few years after the onset of the Great Depression. Kuznets submitted a study of the requested years in January 1934. It painted a stark picture of the devastation wrought by the Great Depression: The report showed that national income had dropped more than 50 percent.\(^6\)

Entry of the United States into World War II further enhanced the stature of Kuznets and the NIPA, which is frequently credited as a major asset to the war effort.\(^7\) Over time, GDP superseded Gross National Product as the headline statistic of NIPA because it captures all output produced within a nation, regardless of ownership. In 1953, building on success in the United States, the United Nations published its standards for Systems of National Accounts under the guidance of economist Richard Stone. This standard provides guidelines for a uniform measurement of GDP used by nations across the globe.

In the decades since, GDP has become the de facto standard for measuring economic progress of nations worldwide. It has attained a unique level of authority to the exclusion of other markers of a nation’s development. Official determinations that the U.S. economy is in recession are based in part on GDP growth. After the Great Recession, the deviation from the GDP trend was used to suggest the appropriate size of a government stimulus package.\(^8\) Aspirants to the presidency promise higher GDP growth,\(^9\) and the president’s economic promises revolve around a growth target.\(^10\) We appear to be addicted to GDP.\(^11\)

Adding a distributional component to the NIPA would not replace GDP or the measure of GDP growth. It would instead add additional context by providing information on income growth for, for example, the bottom 50 percent of earners or the top 10 percent. These measures would allow us to better understand who is benefitting from economic growth.
Although there remains some disagreement among U.S. policymakers about whether and how economic inequality should be addressed with policy and what the exact magnitude of the rise in inequality is, the fact of rising inequality has broad consensus. By one estimate, the magnitude of this change has returned the U.S. economy to levels of inequality last seen prior to the Great Depression. (See Figure 1.)

A change in the underlying fundamentals of the U.S. economy of this magnitude demands scrutiny. Following the lead of economists Piketty, Saez, and Zucman, this report refers to a system of national accounts that prominently features a distributional component as distributional national accounts. At its most basic level, distributional accounts would provide data like that used to construct Figure 1. Most importantly, it would report how much income grew for people at different parts of the income
curve to grant context to the overall GDP growth number. But it should also report, for example, what share of all economic output is earned by income groups within the population to provide a current snapshot of inequality in the economy.

GDP has come under fire from many directions

The future Nobel Laureare Simon Kuznets himself recognized the limitations of the NIPA back in the 1930s. His concerns echoed those that would follow decades later. National output was not, he cautioned, an adequate measure of a country’s fortunes because it concerns itself primarily with the quantity of output but says nothing about the quality of the economy. Kuznets also was cognizant of the arbitrary nature of what was and was not considered economic output. And he was keenly interested in producing estimates of inequality. In fact, he is responsible for some of the earliest measurements of inequality in the U.S. economy.

These criticisms have been echoed and expanded in modern evaluations of GDP. Robert F. Kennedy summed many of these critiques up when he said that GDP “measures everything … except that which makes life worthwhile.” One of the most prominent critiques is Marilyn Waring’s feminist perspective on GDP. Her book “Counting for Nothing” is a far-ranging indictment, but the core argument is that GDP renders many women essentially invisible economically as it makes no attempt to account for the value of housework and child-rearing. This system of value means that discussions of national wealth and economic progress are exclusionary of the labor of many women. “Every time I see a mother with an infant, I know I am seeing a woman at work,” Waring writes. “But, again, I seem to be at odds with economics as a discipline … ”

Motivated by these and many other critiques, former French President Nicholas Sarkozy commissioned Nobel Laureate economists Joseph Stiglitz and Amartya Sen and Jean-Paul Fitoussi at the Institut d’Études Politiques de Paris to make recommendations for more accurately measuring the economic and social progress of a nation in 2008 (hereafter called the Stiglitz-Sen-Fitoussi Commission). The commission divided this task into three areas: flaws in existing NIPA-like measures, measuring quality of life, and measuring sustainability. We expand a bit on each of these, in reverse order.
Sustainability

GDP treats a $1 trillion economy that runs entirely on coal and a $1 trillion economy that runs entirely on renewable energy the same. But the first economy is imposing a cost on its populace in the form of pollution and a cost on future generations because of the extraction of a limited resource. The Stiglitz-Sen-Fitoussi Commission recommends adding a set of sustainability indicators to GDP.

Quality of life

This category could include subjective measurements of happiness as reported by citizens of a nation, but there are plenty of empirical indicators here too to mark overall quality of life: Access to health care and education, political voice, physical security, and social connections are all suggested as areas of life satisfaction that should be captured and reported on as a holistic measure of a nation’s progress.

Flaws in GDP

This category addresses changes that can be made while retaining the general framework of GDP. Waring’s concerns can be at least partially addressed in this way by imputing a value to household economic activity. The commission also suggests that consumption and wealth should be tracked in addition to income. Most importantly for this report, the commission recommends reporting on the distribution of income, consumption, and wealth, making the measurement of inequality an official function of the state.

Following the report by the Stiglitz-Sen-Fitoussi Commission, the advanced economies’ Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development created the High Level Expert Group on the Measurement of Economic Performance and Social Progress in 2013. The primary output from this group has been a series of workshops expanding on problems identified by the Stiglitz-Sen-Fitoussi Commission. The box on page 14 expands on current OECD work and other international efforts.

Some of these recommendations will be difficult to address and will require nations to commit to new surveys and new statistical efforts. But tracking income inequality can’t wait. The unexpected popularity of Thomas Piketty’s book, “Capital in the Twenty-First Century,” about the causes and consequences of rising inequality, indicated a global hunger to address the issue. Policymakers on
both sides of the aisle are beginning to respond with proposals aimed at increasing wages, changing how education is provided in the United States, and more. The politics of inequality are charging ahead while the statistical infrastructure languishes, meaning that neither policymakers nor economists can ascertain the effects of growing income inequality or assess ways to boost economic growth through more equitable economic policymaking.

All of these criticisms could simply be caveats—known flaws in a useful but imperfect measure. But Kuznets’ creation dominates the national discussion of economics, with very little popular awareness of its shortcomings. It is because of the enormous influence and authority GDP commands that the measurements of inequality should be incorporated into the NIPA and presented alongside estimates of GDP and GDP growth: Understanding inequality in the economy is one of the most critical economic research projects of our time and should share top billing with our most well-known economic statistic.

The distribution of growth should be measured by the federal government and given equal billing to GDP growth

The United States needs to measure the distribution of growth in the economy. Current measures are disjointed, without discussion of how growth and inequality are related even though Kuznets prominently features discussion of the importance of this relationship in the very first estimates of national income. Most obviously and urgently, governance that promotes more equitable economic growth is impossible if the distribution of growth is unmeasured. Policymakers are eager to wade into the inequality debate now, but policy that targets inequality can’t be evaluated without an improvement in how we measure the distribution of economic progress. The current one-number-fits-all approach of measuring GDP without distributional data supports the antiquated idea of “growing the pie” without understanding where the pie goes. Aggregate GDP growth alone gives people a misleading idea of the health of the economy.

Even as advocates mobilize for policies that could promote more equitable growth and as politicians declare their desire to combat economic inequality, little has been done to improve measurement of the phenomenon. It is accordingly unclear how these actors will know that their policy proposals are working to create more
equitable growth. The Piketty, Saez, and Zucman academic team has created the most comprehensive estimates of inequality in the United States to date. These economists have rendered a formidable service, but their research depends on access to federal data that may not last, and there is no guarantee that any team of researchers can maintain indefinite updates to a dataset. Institutionalizing this duty with a federal agency is the only way to guarantee the creation of a consistent, long-lasting dataset.

Adding a measure of inequality to the federal statistical reporting system confers legitimacy to the phenomenon. In the words of the Stiglitz-Sen-Fitoussi Commission, “What we measure affects what we do.” Nowhere is this more dramatic than in the reporting of GDP growth. The simple act of measuring GDP has led the media, the public, and at times academia to focus on economic growth to the exclusion of any other concern. For decades, it has been assumed that “growing the pie” should be the foremost goal of economic policy, while little attention is paid to whether that growth is shared by all Americans and results in more sustainable economic growth. This report now turns in more detail to the inadequacies of GDP as the only measurement of economic growth.

Reporting GDP growth without a distributional component is misleading

Reporting national output growth without a distributional component can be deeply misleading if it is not carefully interpreted. The experience of workers at different levels of income often is vastly different—indeed, it would have to be for inequality to increase, as we have seen in the United States. The fortunes of earners at the very top of the income distribution could be gaining while those in other parts of the distribution see no income growth or even negative income growth. And this could be consistent with positive or negative national economic growth. (See Figure 2.)
The official GDP growth statistic may have very little correspondence to the experience of a statistically average or demographically numerous American. This is especially true when incomes at the very top are diverging because a small number of people at the very top of the income distribution are in control of a significant share of the nation’s output, increasing the chance that fluctuations in their income will substantially affect the aggregate. In fact, the average income growth for each 1 percent-slice of the income for the entire country is higher than the actual amount of growth for all but the top 10 percent of earners. GDP growth is a report of average growth across everyone in the United States, but as incomes
at the very top skyrocket, they drag the average up with them, making it less and less representational of a truly “average” person. (See Figure 3.)

**FIGURE 3**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Only the top 10 percent have seen above-average income growth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average annual income growth for earners in each percentile of the U.S. population, 1980–2014.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Graph showing income growth by percentile.](source: Equitable Growth)

The existing U.S. economic statistical infrastructure is insufficient to understand inequality

Good measurement is important to any policy agenda that aims to address growing inequality. The “streetlight effect”—named for an old joke about a drunk on a dark night who searches for his lost keys only under a streetlight because that’s where the light is—describes the phenomenon where researchers understudy a problem because there is insufficient data on it. Lack of good data resulted in U.S. economists largely missing the phenomenon of booming incomes at the top 1 percent of the income distribution for several years. Official inequality statistics will encourage economic and policy research on the causes and effects of economic inequality, providing us with actionable intelligence for managing the economy in the 21st century.

Existing measurements of inequality by federal agencies in the United States are insufficient to the task. Existing measurements fail for one of the following reasons:

- They are released in an ad-hoc way or are not given the level of attention that NIPA is, dooming them to obscurity. The quarterly NIPA releases of GDP
growth occupy a place of primacy in the economic imagination of journalists and the public that can’t be matched by the occasional working paper.

- They aren’t comparable to the NIPA accounts, making it impossible to decompose total national output by income bracket.

- They don’t capture the income of extremely rich individuals.

- They don’t attempt to document inequality along demographic lines. We know little, for example, about within-group inequality for specific racial and ethnic groups.

Current federal efforts to measure inequality are briefly described below. The leading academic effort is also discussed.

Academia

Economists Thomas Piketty, Emmanuel Saez, and Gabriel Zucman have released the most comprehensive estimates of inequality in the United States to date.\(^9\) They have worked closely with the Internal Revenue Service to utilize tax-return data that makes their source data extremely accurate for even very small slivers of the population: They report income shares of the top 0.001 percent of earners. Importantly, their measurement is compatible with NIPA. Adding up total income of all individuals in their dataset will produce National Income. The authors hope to release microdata that can be used by other researchers to perform their own analyses. These estimates lag by as little as one year. In July 2016, for example, they released estimates for inequality in 2015.

Congressional Budget Office

The CBO releases an approximately annual report, “The Distribution of Household Income and Federal Taxes” that covers market income, government transfers to citizens such as Supplemental Nutrition Assistance, and taxes for quintiles of the population and the top 1 percent of earners.\(^9\) This report comes closest to approximating the results of the academic team in that it accounts for both pretax and post-tax income and is able to capture the top 1 percent of earners. CBO does not attempt to capture all output in NIPA, however, so while these estimates are better than others, they remain incomplete and are not comparable to the changes in growth obtained from NIPA. The CBO dataset begins in 1979 and is generally released on a two-year lag. Estimates for inequality in 2014, for example, were released in June 2016.
Census Bureau

The Census Bureau issues an annual report “Income and Poverty in the United States” that covers money income. Money income is a slightly unusual measure in that it includes some government transfers but excludes others and does not include some forms of compensation such as employer-provided health insurance. It also does not reflect taxation. Income shares are reported by quintile, with the top 5 percent broken out separately. Because this report is based on the Current Population Survey, which does not adequately capture high-income individuals, it does not give a complete picture of income inequality in the United States.

Bureau of Labor Statistics

The BLS conducts the annual Consumer Expenditure survey, which provides estimates of how much U.S. consumers are spending on different types of goods. It includes distributional tables for the results that divide consumers into deciles and provide levels and shares of expenditures on each product category for each decile. This product provides a measure of consumption by income deciles and can be used to create measures of consumption inequality.

Federal Reserve Board

The U.S. central bank conducts the Survey of Consumer Finances every three years. This survey tabulates financial assets held by respondents. The Federal Reserve reports the distribution of these assets by quintiles, with the top 10 percent broken out separately. The percent of families who have assets in each category is reported, along with the mean and median value of those assets (for families with assets only). This survey would be the primary source of data for any attempt to track wealth inequality.

Sophisticated distributional accounts will help policymakers build a more equitable economy and more sustainable economic growth

An even more ambitious goal is to report disaggregated growth statistics that allow for the analysis of growth according to geographical boundaries, gender, and race and ethnicity. Distributional accounts with this degree of sophistication
would allow policymakers to disaggregate growth in a uniform manner and look at trends in income for cross sections of the population.

Being able to disaggregate growth in this way promises to be meaningful to people in communities all across the country in a way that the NIPA is not. The aggregate economic statistics reported today are increasingly disconnected from the experience of the average worker. Since 1992, the United States has experienced two of the longest periods of economic growth in its history. Unemployment fell below 4 percent in 2000 and more recently reached lows very close to 4 percent. Growth has been modest by historical standards, but the picture painted by our headline economic statistics is nonetheless positive.

And yet, in this same era, income growth has been incredibly tepid for many Americans. According to Piketty, Saez, and Zucman, the bottom 50 percent of individuals have seen their pretax incomes grow by just 1 percent between 1980 and 2014, after accounting for inflation. For tens of millions of Americans, the headline economic statistics are simply irrelevant to their lives. Our economic statistical infrastructure does not capture this runaway growth in the top 1 percent and is not linked to GDP, preventing us from considering inequality and growth in combination.

Pundits like to talk about the economic devastation of the rust belt, but while growth is measurable in each state and county, policymakers know relatively little about how growth in a geographic region is distributed across income groups.24 Similarly, policymakers know from looking at unemployment statistics that black Americans experience the economy very differently, as their unemployment rate is nearly twice that of white Americans. But policymakers are unable to discern whether African Americans at the bottom and in the middle of the income distribution have fared better or worse than whites or Hispanics. These data simply don’t exist. Recent research has only just begun to explore this kind of disaggregation.25

If a primary government policy goal is to describe the economic fortunes of all Americans, and if it is important to be able to target policy at the state level and toward those Americans who are struggling more than their peers, then policymakers should undertake the construction of sophisticated distributional accounts that disaggregates growth along several demographic lines, just as the Bureau of Economic Analysis currently does for aggregates across states and counties.
Implementing distributional accounts

The Bureau of Economic Analysis oversees creating the NIPA and should also be responsible for adding a distributional component to it. The BEA already provides breakdowns of growth by industry and by geography; breaking growth down by income groups is a natural extension. In fact, the agency has measured inequality before: Starting in 1947, it tracked the distribution of income between quintiles of the economy as a supplement to the NIPA. Through 1956, when the agency stopped tracking these data, the distribution of income was steady, reflecting shared economic prosperity. (See Figure 4.)

FIGURE 4

<p>| Table 3.—Percent Distribution of Family Personal Income Among Fifths of Consumer Units, 1947 and 1956 |
|-------------------------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------|</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fifths of consumer units ranked by size of income</th>
<th>1956</th>
<th>1947</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lowest</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>11.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>16.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>22.3</td>
<td>22.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest</td>
<td>44.9</td>
<td>46.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The BEA stopped compiling these data due to lack of resources, but recently new data for 2000, 2006, and 2012 have appeared in the BEAs journal Survey of Current Business.7 The agency has expanded its production of regional and industry accounts and has even requested new funding to expand into household accounts. It would be a natural extension to have BEA produce distributional accounts as it has done in the past.
Methodological and political hurdles

It is technically possible to add a statistical abstract of income distribution to the NIPA right now. There are methods and data available to produce these distributional accounts. Many other countries have started releasing these measures. The most immediate obstacle to distributional accounts in the United States is that data are not being shared well across U.S. government agencies. To understand what would be required to change this, it is helpful to know a little bit about how a system of distributional accounts would be constructed.

Overview of methodology

Traditionally, income at the person level in the United States is measured using the Current Population Survey’s Annual Social and Economic Supplement, or CPS. This supplement asks respondents to report their income in many different categories over the past year. The CPS is a high-quality survey, but it does a poor job of capturing individuals at the very top of the income distribution. Any distributional analysis that only uses the CPS will fail to capture high-income individuals and will not accurately reflect the income of the top 5 percent or so of earners in the economy.

One solution is to use the CPS in concert with administrative tax-return data from the IRS. The administrative data are nearly comprehensive (non-tax-filers are of course mostly absent) and can be matched to the CPS data to account for nonfilers and to impute certain transfers and benefits that are not captured in the tax data. Combining these two sources of data is the approach taken by Piketty, Saez, and Zucman in constructing their Distributional National Accounts dataset.

This report does not attempt to address the many outstanding methodological debates inherent in this approach. Assumptions must be made about tax incidence—what portion of taxes are paid by workers versus employers—as well as the allotment of public goods such as education spending and the allotment of the federal debt. Decisions must be made about how to impute the value of certain transfer programs and rents to homeowners. These questions can be complex and are not yet settled, but are beyond the scope of this report.28

IRS tax-return data are generally not shared with other federal agencies

While CPS data are easily available to anyone, access to the IRS’s tax-return data is governed by U.S. code, and very few federal agencies are allowed access. Title 26
of the U.S. code designates which agencies will receive access. BEA is among these agencies, but it is granted access only to the tax returns of corporations. The Census Bureau (also housed in the Department of Commerce) does receive the individual tax-return data, although it gets an abstract with a limited amount of income data.

To create estimates of inequality linked to the NIPA, BEA needs administrative tax-return data from the IRS. There are a number of ways such access could be granted to BEA and different avenues of encouraging data sharing between federal agencies should be explored.

The 2017 final report of the congressionally mandated Commission on Evidence-Based Policymaking demonstrates that bipartisan support exists for alterations to current data-sharing policies at the federal level to make new types of research possible. Recommendations 2 through 4 from the report, if implemented, could directly aid the cause of creating distributional national accounts by considerably reducing the barriers to researchers accessing tax-return data from IRS’s Statistic of Income division.

Legislative action will almost certainly be necessary to give BEA access to the original IRS data. But the agency does not require any further legislative authorization to create a distributional component to the NIPA or to distribute it with the quarterly NIPA releases.

### International efforts

Academics the world over worked on notions of national income for decades before governments started tracking them officially in the 1930s and 1940s. Similar momentum is now developing behind the idea of a distributional component in National Accounts.

In academia, the most coordinated and successful effort at cross-national distributional accounts is the World Wealth and Income Database or WID.world. Led by Facundo Alvaredo, Lucas Chancel, and Thomas Piketty at the Paris School of Economics and Emmanuel Saez and Gabriel Zucman at the University of California, Berkeley, WID.world is a repository of distributional national income estimates for countries around the globe compiled by academics. Dozens of
scholars are contributing to this ambitious effort. At the time of this writing, WID.world tracks 39 countries. WID.world contributors apply a similar methodology to each country and produce comparable data series, allowing countries to be compared, for example, according to their top 1 percent income share over time.  

In addition to the High Level Expert Group that resulted from the Stiglitz-Sen-Fitoussi Commission, the OECD also is now producing an annual report called the Better Life Index, which measures national progress in 11 categories for all OECD nations. The Better Life Index is an attempt to capture many of the indicators that the Stiglitz-Sen-Fitoussi Commission recommended and offer a more holistic view of a nation’s progress than GDP. It does not, however, include an indicator for economic inequality.

Another OECD group, the Expert Group on Disparities in a National Accounts Framework, is directly addressing the question of distributional accounts. Similar to the WID.world effort, the Expert Group is applying a standardized methodology to enable cross-country comparisons of income inequality in a number of member nations. The most recent report publishes estimates for 13 nations. The estimates are by quintile and differ from the WID.world estimates in that the unit of analysis is the household instead of the individual.

Finally, a number of countries have begun to supplement GDP growth with other measures of well-being. Australia ambitiously tackles the regular production of distributional national accounts data with new reports that disaggregate growth along income, age, and type of household. The United Kingdom now requires official estimates of the distribution of household income in cooperation with the OECD Expert Group and regularly publishes an “economic well-being” report that supplements GDP with statistics such as median household income growth. The Netherlands now regularly report on the distribution of income by quintile.

---

Desirable features and feasibility

To this point in our report, the actual form a distributional component of the NIPA would take has been left vague. There are several approaches the BEA could take, many of which would be reasonable starting points. In this section, we highlight some features that should be included in strong distributional accounts.
Some will not be easily achieved, but once the data hurdles described above are resolved, most of these could be achieved in time.

What should be released?

The simplest option for publishing distributional national accounts data is for the federal government to publish a broad array of summary statistics. These might take the form of GDP growth statistics for several income groups, say the bottom 10 percent and the top 1 percent. BEA already disaggregates growth by geography and could add a distributional component to this effort as well. If possible, growth should also be disaggregated by demographic characteristics.

These summary statistics would be derived from a much larger dataset consisting of tax data linked to the CPS and other sources. This microdata could be extremely useful to government and nongovernment researchers alike. While BEA would not be able to publicly release this linked dataset due to privacy concerns, it may still be possible for BEA to make it accessible for appropriate researchers. If the Commission on Evidence-Based Policymaking’s recommendation for a National Secure Data Service is adopted, then the microdata could be released through it. Alternately, BEA could explore the creation of a synthetic dataset based on the microdata that could be distributed more broadly. Researchers in the IRS are already exploring the possibility of synthetic tax-return data, which could aid this effort.

Choice of income measurement

In the mid-20th century, nations tended to favor reporting Gross National Product, or GNP. As globalization resulted in multinational companies with branches around the world, GNP gave way to Gross Domestic Product, which counts production within a country’s borders by foreign-owned companies in national output and excludes production by domestically owned companies in foreign countries.

For the purposes of tracking the distribution of income growth, however, both GDP and GNP have disadvantages. GDP includes incomes earned by foreign companies and thus can be misleading about the incomes of the domestic population. GNP addresses this concern, as it excludes income attributable to foreign firms and includes incomes attributable to domestic firms. But there are other modifications we might wish to make to GNP to better capture the income of individuals in the economy. Notably, both GDP and GNP are measured gross of depreciation. In other words, GDP and GNP are not reduced to reflect the decline
in the value of durable goods (equipment, structures, and so forth) due to use and the passage of time.

The Stiglitz-Sen-Fitoussi Commission report thus favors moving to Net National Income, or NNI. Piketty, Saez, and Zucman also use NNI as the basis for their Distributional National Accounts dataset. NNI is GNP minus depreciation and indirect taxes. Depreciation of capital is not income that accrues to an individual in any traditional sense, so it makes sense to exclude this from a distributional analysis.

The Stiglitz-Sen-Fitoussi Commission illustrates well the advantages of NNI. Consider the ratio of NNI to the GDP of Ireland, France, and the United States. The relationship between the two measures in Ireland diverges from France and the United States because a huge share of Ireland’s economy is corporate profit being shielded from high taxes. If we are interested in assessing the well-being of people in the nation, it makes little sense to allot these profits to the people of Ireland, as they have little real positive impact on incomes in the country. (See Figure 5.)

**FIGURE 5**

For some nations, GDP is a poor reflection of citizen well-being

Ratio of NNI to GDP in each nation

It may be desirable to refine the notion of income even further, but using NNI is a reasonable place to start. Regardless of what income concept we target as the aggregate measure of all income in a nation, an important consideration when we begin to break that measure down and create distributional measures is how we assign that income to individuals. In particular, we need to think about the distribution of income before and after government interventions.
To properly evaluate a country’s policy response to rising economic inequality, we need to know how unequal incomes are before and after taxes and transfers. It is frequently pointed out that income inequality in the United States before taxes and transfers, while high, is not a significant outlier compared to other nations. But the United States does much less to redistribute income through taxes and transfers, making it one of the most unequal countries by this measure. (See Figure 6.)

Both measures tell policymakers and economists something interesting about the economy and the nation’s policy regime. Although some assumptions need to be made, calculating both is not a significant methodological hurdle. Participation in transfer programs can be imputed using surveys of government benefits. To
calculate pretax income, some assumptions must be made about tax incidence. Issuing microdata would allow researchers to make their own assumptions about tax incidence, but relatively noncontroversial choices could be made in the release of a statistical abstract of the data.36

Percentiles of income addressed

Perhaps the most significant shortcoming of existing distributional measures of income is that most use coarse buckets to group individuals by income. In the Census Bureau’s annual income and poverty release, for example, it looks at the share of income that flows to each of five quintiles of the income distribution. Recent work by academic economists demonstrates that we must look at much finer quantiles to capture the most dramatic income shifts in the economy.

Figure 3 on page 18 is derived from the Distributional National Accounts dataset created by Piketty, Saez, and Zucman. It shows growth between 1980 and 2014 at every 1 percent increment in the income distribution and further subdivides the top 1 percent into the top 0.1 percent, 0.01 percent, and 0.001 percent. Notice that earners in the top 90th percentile enjoy a growth rate only slightly above the average for the entire population. As this report has already pointed out, the average in this case is extremely misleading. Most of the overall growth is being driven by gains at the very top of the 1 percent of income earners.

Even dividing the income distribution into deciles is insufficient. At the very least, it is necessary to see the top 1 percent of the income distribution to fully characterize the extent of inequality in the United States. Luckily, this is simple if the methodology described at the beginning of this section is followed. By using the IRS tax data, researchers can look at arbitrarily small slices of the population. This cannot be accomplished using the CPS data alone because the survey does not use a large enough sample to adequately capture dynamics in the long right tail of the income distribution.

Frequency of publication

Because GDP growth is reported quarterly, it is highly desirable to be able to disaggregate those growth statistics and report how growth is distributed in each quarter alongside GDP. This elevates distributional analysis to the same level of importance as aggregate output analysis. Related to the frequency of publication is the time lag on published estimates. Quarterly GDP growth is posted quickly—just one month
after the end of the quarter. Those numbers are then revised in future releases and will change some as higher-quality data sources become available.

Using currently available tools, distributional accounts can neither be published as frequently nor with as short of a delay as GDP. This is attributable to the data sources used to build it. The CPS supplement is released once annually in March with data that cover the previous 12 months. The administrative data from the IRS is available once annually as well (since people file taxes once a year) but is only accurate with a considerable lag of at least one year. This is because some filers ask for extensions or simply file very late, and these filers are not randomly distributed. Wealthy taxpayers with complicated taxes are far more likely to request extensions and file their taxes late in the year.

If the analysis can be performed quickly, then distributional accounts could be released once annually with a one-year lag. In 2017, for example, the responsible federal statistical agency would be able to release a distributional analysis of GDP in 2016. Circumventing this limit will require the Bureau of Economic Analysis to use previous estimates and impute quarterly change based on some other data stream that is available to them. It is not currently clear how this would be done.

Wealth and consumption

Economists often talk about three different types of inequality. Income inequality is the most reported on, but wealth and consumption inequality also are important measures of how the economy is affecting different groups. Consumption inequality is generally lower than income inequality since a huge portion of the income of the very rich is saved (and becomes wealth). Wealth inequality in the United States is significantly higher than income inequality.

Both measures are interesting in their own right and give us a more complete picture of the distribution of resources in the U.S. economy. Ideally, they would be captured alongside income and reported in a similar level of detail. Research has shown that the top 5 percent has increased its share of both wealth and consumption in addition to income.37

Piketty, Saez, and Zucman already include wealth data from the Survey of Consumer Finances in their analysis of distributional accounts. The method for doing so is similar to that of merging CPS data into the tax-return data. A statistical match of the tax-return data is made to the Survey of Consumer Finances. The
Consumer Expenditure Survey can likewise provide the basis for a measure of consumption inequality, although there are a number of methodological concerns with this survey. Efforts have been made to create a consumption series that is consistent with NIPA but due either to measurement error in the Consumer Expenditure Survey or error introduced when matching it to the CPS, these efforts have produced questionable results.

Demographics

An ambitious extension to a system of distributional accounts is to add demographic detail sufficient to decompose growth along nonincome lines. Imagine the government reporting a growth percentage specific to the bottom 40 percent of women on the income distribution, for example, or the top 1 percent of black males. Growth could also be disaggregated along geographic lines, with distinct distributions reported for each state, large cities, or the several hundred metropolitan statistical areas in the United States. Geographic disaggregation is particularly desirable for what it could add to our ability to evaluate policy at the state level.

Besides being invaluable to academic researchers, disaggregating national income statistics along geographic, demographic, and economic lines will personalize the measurement of economic outcomes for many Americans. Conventional measures of aggregate economic growth ring hollow for many who wonder why they aren’t seeing progress and prosperity in their own lives. Making the analysis of subpopulations feasible could radically transform how we understand the impacts of economic policy.

This level of detail is attainable, although there are several hurdles to full implementation. For some demographic characteristics, the IRS data would have to be merged to Census datasets. The tax data lack most nonfilers, and the CPS sample is not nearly large enough to provide information on nonfilers in specific subgroups of the population. Nonfilers are generally in the bottom of the income distribution, so finer levels of disaggregation may require us to focus only on the middle and top of the distribution. Second, some government transfers must be imputed based on CPS data. At smaller levels of disaggregation, it may only be possible to report certain subsets of the data, with coarser quantiles and without all income included. There are also conceptual questions. For example, how should income be split between spouses if we are interested in examining income by gender? These are all hurdles requiring further consideration and analysis.
Conclusion

It is worth revisiting this line from the Stiglitz-Sen-Fitoussi Commission report one more time: “What we measure affects what we do.” This has certainly been true for the measurement of GDP, which has encouraged nations to focus on “growing the pie,” with the apparent assumption that a rising tide lifts all boats. This assumption is not borne out by the evidence. Economic growth has increasingly benefitted a tiny slice of the U.S. population. Even now, although we well know that the vast majority of Americans have not seen anything close to the headline GDP growth numbers, we continue to set GDP growth targets as if they can somehow guarantee prosperity for all by increasing a single number. They cannot.

Because we have not prioritized the measure of economic inequality, the rapid rise of the very rich went unheralded for years. When it was finally noticed, many more years passed before it had any significant impact on the national debate. Without adding a distributional component to our measurement of economic growth that is given equal billing to GDP growth, stewards of the economy will be half-blind when evaluating the overall economic health of the nation. Adding a distributional component to the NIPA is long past due, more akin to performing emergency surgery than preventative care.

Measuring inequality and reporting it in a major economic release will change how citizens, journalists, and policymakers think about the economy. It will force each of these audiences to consider whether growth is really enough if it leaves a significant fraction of the population behind. The good news is that the methodology is known. The data exist. The barriers to implementing a distributional system of national accounts in the United States are relatively low. Doing so will mark a significant advance in the nation’s economic record keeping that, similar to the establishment of the NIPA, will help guide policy in the nation for decades to come.
Disaggregating growth: Measuring who prospers when the economy grows

APPENDIX: Past and present

BEA reports on GDP growth

FIGURE A.1

BEA’s quarterly announcement of GDP growth for the second quarter of 1967.

The overall level of prices, as measured by the implicit price deflator for GNP, rose about 0.6 percent—as much as the first quarter rise. As compared with the first quarter, there was some acceleration in the price advance for personal consumption expenditures, but a slower rate of increase for fixed investment. Prices of goods and services bought by Government continued to advance, but because of product mix changes, the overall Government deflator rose less than in the first quarter.

Real product gain modest

The increase in real product in the second quarter, although only a modest 2.5 percent as an annual rate, marked a resumption of the growth that had started in early 1961 and that continued for 23 consecutive quarters until the leveling off in the first quarter of this year. Since the fourth quarter of 1966,
FIGURE A.2

BEA’s quarterly announcement of GDP growth for the second quarter of 2017.
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